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Ninety-six silent shifts honor veterans

LUKE NOZICKA
Daily Egyptian
The Illinois House voted 61-54 Nov. 5 to pass
the Religious Freedom and Marriage Fairness
Act. It was approved through the Senate, and
Illinois became the fifteenth state to legalize same
sex marriage.
Regardless of this needed progression, not all
members of the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
and Questioning community are satisfied with
the bill’s equality.
Associate Professor of U.S. Cultural History
and Gender History, Natasha Zaretsky, said the
fight for gay marriage has been a valiant one.
“It’s been amazing to watch it unfold, but
there are other really important pressing issues
within the LGBTQ community, transgender
issues, issues of poverty in gay communities,
incarceration, all sorts of things that actually are
very, very pressing,” Zaretsky said.
She said there are a number of things that have
happened over the last several decades that have
brought gay momentum into the legal system.
“One of the things that’s really important to
recognize about this is that in the United States,
the welfare state is relatively weak,” Zaretsky said.
This means marriage as an institution, and a
lot of social benefits that might be provided by
the state if the U.S. had a stronger welfare state,
are actually routed through marriage, she said.
Zaretsky said things like the tax code, health
insurance, and retirement and pensions are all
organized around marriage.
During the AIDS crisis of the ’80s, if a gay man
was on his deathbed, his long time partner would
not be allowed to visit at his bedside, because
in the eyes of the law they were not a family,
which was a major turning point for the same sex
marriage fight. Also, adoption and what society
considers human rights put same sex marriage on
the court radar, Zaretsky said.
“The right to choose who you are going
to marry has sort of become recognized as a
fundamental human right,” she said.
Even heterosexual marriages have become less
rigid in terms of gender roles, that is marriages
between men and women are less reliant on strict
rules for the man and for the woman, and has
helped set the stage for the gay rights movement
greatly, she said.
“If I were to die and I was with a fiancé,
and I left him everything he would have to
pay an estate tax, where as if we were married
he could get everything tax free just because we
are married,” said Emilio Velez, a senior from
Oak Park, studying radio and television, and a
member of the gay community.
The same sex marriage ruling in Illinois has
changed quickly, because in December 2010,
Illinois had just passed the civil union laws.
“The more states that get on the band wagon,
the quicker the process will move along,”
Zaretsky said.
The bill passing shows that Illinois has high
morals, but there are still 35 more states that
need to follow, Velez said.
Please see EQUALITY | 3
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Air Force ROTC Cadet Col. Ryan May, center, a senior from Dekalb studying aviation management, commands Army and
Air Force ROTC cadets in a shift change Sunday night during the 24-hour silent vigil, a tradition honoring veterans, at the
Old Main Flagpole. More than 100 members of the university’s ROTC program rotated every 15 minutes for a total of 96
shifts preceding Monday’s Veteran’s Day ceremony at Shryock Auditorium.

Entertainers stand up for St. Jude
DYLAN FROST
Daily Egyptian
Four comedians will use laughter to help
provide the best medicine Tuesday.
The 8 p.m. fundraiser at the Student
Center is sponsored by Alpha Gamma Rho,
and features regional comedians who have
earned respect in the stand-up industry.
Tickets for the show are $10 in advance
or $12 at the door. The fundraiser named
“Prescription = Strength: A Stand Up
Comedy Show” will benefit treatment and
research for the St. Jude Children’s Hospital.
Among the comedians will be SIU
alumna and host Amber Klear. Klear double
majored in psychology and administration
of justice and has been performing stand
up for roughly four years. She has been on
Fox’s “One Mic Stand Comedy Show” and
had the opportunity to open for Sammy
Obeid on his record-breaking 1001 Nights
of Comedy tour. Now she is hoping to give
to a major cause.
“I’m from the Midwest, we do good
things here,” Klear said. “I’m not smart or
patient enough to be a nurse or a doctor.
I can do comedy and I can raise awareness
and money. When you walk out of the
show, you’re going to feel great; you saw an
amazing show and you helped St. Jude’s.”
Klear dealt with her own health issues
in the past. She developed a blood clot in
her brain, leaving her sick for six months.
After overcoming the illness, she decided to
change the direction in which her life was

going to pursue a career in stand up.
“I got better, but my life wasn’t better,” she
said. “My seven-year relationship ended and
my boss made my life hell. So that summer
I did comedy while riding my motorcycle
across the United States.”
That experience served as an epiphany for
Klear, leaving her with a new look on life
and introspection on its beauty.
“See the beauty around you; don’t be so
busy raking that you miss the beauty of the
leaves falling,” Klear said. “Jump in that pile
of leaves; jump into life. Live the way these
kids from St. Jude’s live — with appreciation
for every breath and see everything for the
beauty it is.”
Also featured is Bobby Jaycox, a comedian
who won the Funny Bone 2013 Comedy
Competition in St. Louis.
“I am very pleased to be performing what
I love to do at (SIU) and the fact that we
get to help what the people at St. Jude’s are
doing for kids is an honor,” Jaycox said.
Jaycox credits Louis C.K., Rory Scovel
and T.J. Miller as inspirations to his standup career. He has been performing stand-up
comedy for three years and despite winning
the Funny Bone competition, he understands
it is essential to put the award behind him in
order to keep growing as a comedian.
“Basically what I mean is that if I stop
doing stand up tomorrow, I’d be a dude who
won a competition and nobody remembers,”
he said. “It’s a great accolade, but I need to
keep writing and getting better.”
Jaycox urges people in Carbondale to

check out their local comedy scene.
“There are a lot of talented people at open
mics and showcases probably near you,”
he said. “So go see the comics now so one
day you can say you saw them when they
were just starting out. Support the art of live
stand-up comedy.”
The show also features Josh Arnold, who
was named St. Louis’ Best Male Comic by
The Riverfront Times, and local comedian
Patrick Trowbridge. Arnold is a regular on
“The Bob and Tom Show” — a nationally
syndicated radio program broadcasted
from Indianapolis.
Since opening in 1962, the overall survival
rates for children patients entering St. Jude’s
has raised from 20 percent to 80 percent,
according to the hospital’s website. Children
who are diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia — the most common form of
childhood cancer — have a 94 percent
chance of survival. That number is up from
4 percent in 1962 in part because of the
research and treatment provided at St. Jude,
according to the website.
However, keeping the hospital operable
daily comes at a cost. For one day’s services,
it costs $1.8 million. In 2012, nearly nine
million people donated to St. Jude’s and
over $871 million charitable contributions
were made, according to the hospital’s
annual report.
Dylan Frost can be reached at
dfrost@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
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Nancy Ivastanin, left, of Lake of Egypt, is served appetizers Saturday during the Fall Gala and 50th
Anniversary celebration of the Newman Catholic Center. Ivastanin said this was her first time
attending the Fall Gala. “My husband and I heard of it through the Knights of Columbus in Herrin and
decided to check it out,” Ivastanin said. The gala included live entertainment, a silent auction and a
prime rib dinner.
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Annual fundraiser helps educate kids for future
CHARINDER THOMPSON
Daily Egyptian
If the children of today
are tomorrow’s future, one
Carbondale program is doing
what they can to offer them the
best one possible.
The “I Can Read!” program is
an all-volunteer program for all
elementary students, kindergarten
through fifth grade. The program
is designed to help young students
learn how to read and strengthen
reading skills.
Marilyn Tipton, the fundraising
chair for “I Can Read!,” said
it was decided five years ago
that a fundraiser was needed
because they are strictly based on
volunteers and donations.
“Some kids have a really hard
time reading and the one-on-one
that they are getting from us helps
them open up, we’ve had plenty
of kids who leave our programs
knowing how to read,” Tipton said.
Margaret Nesbitt, co-founder
of the program, said since the
program was established in 1999,
they have had a growing number
of children that attend the
program on a daily basis.
“Today it has become a necessity
to learn and know how to read,”
she said. “Our theory is that if a
child can read, as adults they can
establish themselves to be someone,
because to be a functional citizen in
this country you must know how
to read and that’s what we want to
do for these kids”

JASON SONG
Los Angeles Times
The number of international
students studying at U.S. colleges
and universities rose to a record high
last year, according to a new study.
The private University of Southern
California was their most popular
destination, with 9,840 international
students, according to the survey
conducted by the New York
nonprofit Institute of International

EQUALITY
CONTINUED FROM

1

“I think it’s necessary, it’s a basic
civil right so I think to discriminate
against a group just because of their
sexual preference or whatever it is
they identify with isn’t okay,” he said.
Growing up with a lesbian
mother and her partner, being of
a different sexuality was acceptable
and was never considered weird or
strange, although at the time they
could not marry. Valez said his mom
plans to get an official marriage with
her partner once the bill takes affect
in June.
Sarah Self, a graduate student in
Social Work from Lafayette, La. said
this is a step forward for the people
we care about, but there is still much
work to be done. Last legislative
session they had the vote, and the

‘‘T

oday it has become a necessity to learn and
know how to read. Our theory is that if a
child can read, as adults they can establish
themselves to be someone, because to be a
funtional citizen in this country, you must
know hot to read and that’s what we want to
do for these kids.

— Margaret Nesbitt
“I Can Read!” program co-founder

Lewis Stafford, information
technology volunteer for the
program, said Margaret is
showing the community she cares
by doing her best to bring in
funds to the program.
The event incorporated a silent
auction into the fundraising efforts.
The attendees were able to bid on
items donated by local donors.
“The fundraiser is made to help
us service the students, there are
things that we need to provide the
students with that we can’t pay
for,” Nesbitt said. “We provide
the kids with snacks, books to
read and we like to take them on
field trips to get them out more.”
Charles Simon, co-founder of
“I Can Read!” and donor to the
program, said during the time
when he and his sister (Margaret)
were growing up, they did not have
the luxury of having an education
like the students of today.
“This is an amazing program
and I love where it is going with

these kids,” he said. “Me and my
sisters learned how to read and
write by going to Sunday school.”
Since
the
program
was
established 14 years ago, the
Carbondale community and the
SIU College of Education have
always supported them.
Nesbitt said “I Can Read!” is all
volunteer based and the city pays
for the space that they are using
and the College of Education
always has students who come to
help out with the student.
“I wish more people like myself
would volunteer with these
kids more, because having the
ability to know how to read is an
important part of life,” Stafford
said “the fundraiser shows people
what the “I Can Read!” program
can truly bring to the table.”

Education, in partnership with the
U.S. State Department.
USC has had the largest number
of foreign students for a dozen years
in a row.
Overall,
the
number
of
international students in U.S.
institutions increased by about 7
percent last year, to nearly 820,000.
The largest group came from
China, which sent about 236,000
students, nearly double the number
of students from India, the second-

largest group.
Several countries — including
Iran, Brazil and Kuwait —
increased their number of students
in the U.S. by at least 20 percent,
but “most of the growth was fueled
by the undergraduate Chinese
students,” said Rajika Bhandari,
deputy vice president for research
and evaluation at the Institute of
International Education.
After two USC Chinese graduate
students were shot to death in

April 2012, it was unclear whether
the violence would lead to a drop
in Chinese enrollment. But that
group grew by about 800 students,
according to USC statistics. The
survey found there were nearly
3,800 Chinese students at USC
last fall.
The other countries with the largest
groups of students at USC are South
Korea, Saudi Arabia and Canada.
California attracted the largest
number of foreign students

nationwide, with about 111,000,
followed by New York and Texas,
which had 88,000 and 63,000
international students, respectively.
The University of IllinoisUrbana-Champaign
had
the
second-most international students
with 9,800. Purdue University’s
main campus had 9,500 foreign
students,
placing
it
third,
while New York and Columbia
universities ranked fourth and fifth
in the survey, respectively.

House did not pass it, yet the Illinois
House had the numbers this time a
year ago.
LGBTQ
Resource
Center
Coordinator Wendy Weinhold said
in America, 33 states can still fire
someone for being transgender, and
do not have a non-discrimination act
in place.
“While the Illinois Human
Rights Act protects people
among sexuality orientation and
gender identity, the University
discrimination does not protect
gender identity,” Weinhold said.
She said the state has a policy that
protects gender identity, and while
the university has a student conduct
code based specifically on sexuality, it
does not have a separate policy that
protects gender identity.
The state policy needs more and
the university needs a policy in

general, Self said.
Without a policy, members of
the LGBTQ community who wish
to have their gender identity kept
personal simply cannot.
As a transgender woman, Self said
she wants to see more being done
for all members of the LGBTQ
community. Title IX is a current
recommendation, that reads, “No
person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance…”
“Title IX should be changed from
what is a recommendation to the law,
into an actual law,” she said.
Self said employers should keep
two names on file; one for their
business, which would be a name

of preference, and one that would
be private which would contain a
worker’s actual birth name.
“At SIU you can’t keep your
preference name on a student ID
for example, unless you get it legally
changed,” she said.
Around 10 percent of the
population is part of the LGBTQ
community, but just 10 percent
of that consists of transgender
people. Even though it is a small
percentage, same sex marriage
is not the solution to marriage
equality as a whole, Self said.
The bill justifies equality for
those of the same sex, but does not
entail marriage opportunities for all
members of the LGBTQ community.
Josie Herrera, the first transgender
student to run for Homecoming
royalty at the University of Missouri,
identifies as gender queer, but doesn’t

identify as a trans man, or as a
cisgender woman.
“Same sex marriage is usually not
seen as a trans issue, but people who
are trans have had their marriages
voided before. I talked to a trans
woman who was married to a
cisgender man, and since the state
didn’t see her as a woman they
considered it to be two men getting
married, and voided their marriage,”
Herrera said.
On Nov. 20, Gov. Pat Quinn
plans to sign the bill, officially
making the Religious Freedom and
Marriage Fairness Act a law in the
state of Illinois. The law is set to go
in affect on June 1, allowing same sex
individuals to be legally married.

Charinder Thompson can be
reached at
cthompson@dailyegyptian.com
or 453-3311 ext. 268.
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Margaret Nesbitt, Chair of the “I Can Read!” program, left, and
Carbondale Mayor Joel Fritzler dance Saturday during the
program’s annual celebration at the Elk’s Club of Carbondale. The
evening included blues music, food and a silent auction that the
free reading program uses to help pay for expenses. The program’s
theory is “If a child can read, as adults they can establish themselves
to be somebody,” Nesbitt said.

Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 est 254.
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Centralia’s Murray Center will remain open
for now because of community fundraisers,
organizations, rallies, and a lawsuit from the
people of the Centralia area.
Gov. Pat Quinn announced in February
2012 that he planned to close Centralia’s
Warren G. Murray Developmental Center by
November 2013, along with other state-funded
facilities as part of his rebalancing plan to help
relieve Illinois’ debt. The Murray Center houses
280 residents with developmental problems
and has a 24-hour staff.
As soon as word spread, organizations such
as Save Murray Center, a citywide group, and
Friends for Murray Center, an association for
the employees, were founded to help halt the
closure by creating signs, informing the public
how to get involved and holding public rallies
and meetings to raise awareness.
Then, the Murray Parents Association filed
a federal lawsuit against the state in February.
Rita Winkler, the association’s president,
said the lawsuit claims the state is violating
the Murray residents’ federal rights to an
appropriate care facility under the American
Disabilities Act and the Medicaid Act.
Winkler said action to close the center
cannot happen until the lawsuit is finished. The
lawsuit has moved the closure from Nov. 30th
to an unset date, though hearings will begin in
Chicago on Jan. 6.
Winkler said she has noticed the differences
in the community-based homes and the care
given at Murray. Winkler’s brother lives in a
community-based home and her son lives at
Murray.
Murray Center is not comparable to the
community-based homes that would be offered
upon the center’s closure, because those homes
do not offer around-the-clock care or retain
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t this time, there is nothing in the community that is
capable for caring for our loved ones like Murray Center
does.

the consistent staff some residents might need,
Winkler said.
Murray Center is on a 120-acre plot of land
and has 16 buildings. Five of those buildings
are residents’ halls that can hold up to 60
individuals each. The center also has an offcampus workshop.
“At this time there is nothing in the
community that is capable for caring for our
loved ones like Murray Center does,” she said.
She said most of Murray’s staff have been
with the center for around 20 years, which
helps residents with similar cases.
Winkler said it is important that her son’s
nurses know him very well, because he does not
talk at all. She said her son became sick a few
months ago, and the nurses knew something
was wrong just by his noises and walk. He
ended up having a bowel obstruction.
If the nurses are always new, Winkler said,
that might have been overlooked.
Murray serves nearly 280 people with
disabilities and even has a wheelchair program
that helps 48 percent of residents who are
in wheelchairs, according to the website.
The program uses technology to mold the
wheelchairs to the person’s needs, which
relieves stress on other areas that may be caused
by a patient’s posture.
Though Murray Center remains open,
it may not be for long, said Tom Green, the
communications director from the Department
of Human Resources in an Associated Press
article. A closure date is not set in stone, but
it is still in the state’s plan to rebalance Illinois.

— Rita Winkler
Murray Parents Association president

Green said the rebalancing plan was
established to save state money and create
more community-based care for the disabled;
the lawsuit alleges that 250 Murray residents
have severe disabilities that only an institution
can appropriately accommodate.
SaveMurrayCenter.com was started after the
center’s closure announcement and aims to
inform the public why Centralia wants to keep
the center open, as well as how others can get
involved. The website lists several facts about
the center, including that the center employs
550 people in an area where jobs are scarce —
the city holds an 11.5 percent unemployment
rate.
“Families fear that precipitous closure of
Murray may cause a repeat of the tragedy that
ensued in the wake of the closure of (Lincoln
Ill’s) Lincoln Developmental Center (in 2002),
when 26 of its former residents died after being
forced to move to less suitable settings,” the
website stated.
Winkler hopes the center will remain open
permanently. She said it would be davastating
if Murray closes because the center is very
involved in the community, going on shopping
trips and attending basketball games. She said
the community has become very attached to
seeing the residents, and enjoys their company.
Brooke Rollinson, a Centralia resident and
office assistant at Schmidt Chevrolet Cadillac
in Centralia said closing the center would not
just affect those that work or live at Murray, but
it would affect the entire community.
“I know it would hurt my business [Schmidt

Chevrolet Cadillac],” Rollinson said.
She said Murray has a credit union for their
employees and it helps the employees finance
cars from Schmidt, and eliminating Murray
would eliminate a lot of potential car buyers.
Rollinson said it would greatly affect other
businesses in similar situations.
She said pay cuts can help with the state
debt, but jobs do not need to be eliminated.
Rob Jackson, a Centralia resident and home
consultant at Brooks Village Green Homes in
Johnston City, said he thinks Murray should
stay open, though he can see why the state
would try to close it.
“I feel like there is ample proof why Murray
Center should stay open, for instance, the
private care providers have already been found
somewhat negligent in providing proper care
for extreme cases like the ones at Murray
Center,” Jackson said. “But as a former
Marion Co. Board member, I also realize the
need to cut spending. I just think the state
should look at cutting spending elsewhere
rather than to take away basic care for those
who need it.”
Jackson said he believes Murray employees
and their union should do their part in cutting
costs. He said he has heard the center has a lot
of overtime pay, big pensions and top health
care providers for the employees. Jackson said
cutting some of those expenses might be a way
for Murray to stay open.
The closest center similar to Murray Center
is four hours away, Winkler said, and four hours
is an unrealistic distance to drive for residents
like her son, who go home on weekends as well
as the families that frequently visit the center.
Winkler said Centralia would continue to
fight to keep Murray open.

Jordan VanDeveer can be reached at
jvandeveer@dailyegyptian.com
or 618-536-3311 Ext. 246
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THE LYME DISEASE BATTLE:

True believers and researchers face off over ticks and symptoms
WENDY ORENT
LOS ANGELES TIMES
There is a subculture in America you may
know little about.
Its members are haunted by a slender,
twisting, tick-borne germ known as Borrelia
burgdorferi, the microbe responsible for Lyme
disease, and they are trying desperately to
warn us that we are all at risk of contracting
a debilitating, chronic illness characterized by
joint pain, fatigue, mood disorders and a long
list of other symptoms.
Arrayed against these true believers are
most of the mainstream scientists who study
B. burgdorferi. Although they acknowledge
that Lyme disease is a genuine illness that
humans can get from being bitten by infected
ticks, and that those who are not treated
promptly can develop worse symptoms,
they don’t believe that infection leads to a
chronic condition. The thousands of people
who attribute their symptoms to “chronic
Lyme disease” are simply misguided, many
researchers believe.
As the website of the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases puts it,
“While the term is sometimes used to describe
illness in patients with Lyme disease, in
many occasions it has been used to describe
symptoms in people who have no evidence of
a current or past infection.”
Finding common ground between the two

camps is difficult. But a few weeks ago, the
groups trying to warn about Lyme disease
claimed a victory when the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention announced
that it had underestimated Lyme’s prevalence
in the United States by a factor of 10. Instead
of an estimated 30,000 cases, the CDC now
estimates 300,000 cases a year.
But the agency did not budge on another
area of raging dispute: where the disease
occurs. As the CDC’s website puts it, “This
disease does not occur nationwide and is
concentrated heavily in the Northeast and
upper Midwest.
The South, where I live, is one of the areas
where researchers insist Lyme disease does
not occur. I have no interest in entering the
intensely emotional debate about whether
“chronic Lyme” exists. But, for a magazine
article I recently wrote, I spent a good deal of
time trying to answer a single question: Does
Lyme disease, or another, similar Borreliosis,
exist in the South?
When it comes to the enigma of Southern
Lyme, the two camps might as well be on
different planets. The president of the volunteer
association GALDA (Georgia Lyme Disease
Association), Liz Schmitz, insists there are
thousands of Lyme cases in Georgia and the
rest of the Southeast. Gary Wormser, a wellestablished Lyme physician and researcher at
New York Medical College, dismisses that idea.
“If there’s an established case in Georgia, it will

be the first case,” he told me.
Those in the medical establishment tend to
agree with Wormser, based largely on evidence
that the blacklegged nymphal ticks that spread
disease in the Northeast don’t seem to bite
people in the South, probably because they
hide from Southern summer heat deep in leaf
litter. Jean Tsao of Michigan State University,
who is heading a $2.5-million study to identify
why rates of Lyme disease are so much lower
in the South, has concluded that people are no
more likely to contract Lyme there than to be
struck by lightning.
Ask Schmitz about that and she explodes,
citing names, patients, numbers, cases, frequently
bursting into tears as she tells you how the disease
is “destroying our children.” Schmitz doesn’t
understand why the CDC and others keep denying
the presence of Lyme disease in the South.
Who’s right? The truth, as so often is the
case, isn’t simple. Many researchers have
concluded that the risk of Lyme disease in
the South is virtually nil because there are
not any infected blacklegged nymphal ticks
biting people. But it turns out there are
other potentially problematic Southern ticks,
including lone star ticks, whose bite may
produce a red rash that looks very like the
Lyme rash of the North.
Kerry Clark, a tick and Borrelia expert at
the University of North Florida, believes that
the much hardier lone stars spread a Lyme-like
illness in the South, and he has confirmed the

presence of the same Lyme Borrelia DNA in
two cases from human patients and the lone
star ticks that bit them. He has also found the
presence of Borrelia DNA in at least 100 other
people from the Southern United States.
Other researchers will, most likely, dispute
his conclusions, pointing to experiments
showing that the Borrelia microbe that causes
Lyme is killed by the saliva of lone star ticks.
Clark counters that not all the germs died
in those experiments, and he also points out
that the experimenters used Borrelia originally
taken from blacklegged ticks and not from lone
stars, where the hosts — and the evolutionary
pressures — would have been very different.
So is there Lyme disease or something closely
related in the South? There are certainly different
Borrelia strains circulating in nature in the
Southern United States, and Clark’s work suggests
that some of those strains are making people sick.
But the problem will not be fully resolved
until the two sides can stop talking past each
other. Each feels the other is simply refusing
to hear what it says, and that its biases
inform its conclusions. Clark, and a few
other scientists, including James H. Oliver
of Georgia Southern University, are trying
to move past that stalemate, keeping focused
on their research and not on the whirling
poles spinning about them. In the end, that
kind of approach is the only way we will ever
learn the truth of Lyme — in the South and
everywhere else.
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KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER

There is a pretty clear pattern
developing with Marvel Studios films
under the Disney reign: they are much
goofier than their DC counterparts.
“The Avengers,” under the direction
of Joss Whedon, worked well when it
winked knowingly at the camera. This
whole thing is ridiculous, and all of
the actors knew it. “Iron Man 3” took
a serious terrorist plot and gave it a
comical twist, to the chagrin of some
fans and the delight of others.
“Thor: The Dark World” (Rated
PG-13; 112 Min.) follows in those
footsteps by taking some dark
turns, but always veering back to
lightheartedness. While a good
portion of the first movie takes place
on Earth, director Alan Taylor, fresh
off several episodes of HBO’s “Game
of Thrones,” brings the creatures and
medieval themes front and center.
However, working from a three-man
screenplay does not give him the
chance to develop these characters to
their full potential.
“Dark World” picks up where
“The Avengers” left off, with Loki
(Tom Hiddleston) transported back
to Asgard to be tried for war crimes.
Thor (Chris Hemsworth) is trying to
restore the balance Loki disrupted, but
along the way his earth love Jane Foster
(Natalie Portman) stumbles upon an
ancient force that infects her. Then
out of nowhere, bad guy Malekith
(Christopher Eccleston) wakes up
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from an eternal slumber ticked off at
Asgard.
This movie traffics in plot
contrivances; At least twice, solutions
come out of nowhere for our
protagonist’s problems. Trying to
explain the plot of “Dark World” to an
adult is probably like trying to explain
rocket science to a kid. If you attempt
to fill in the massive plot holes the
screenwriters leave in their wake, like
what causes Malekith to wake up, and
why Natalie Portman ended up exactly
where she needed to be to get infected
and move the plot along, you will waste
your time and not enjoy the movie.
To that end, “Dark World” does
not really work as a coherent narrative.
The movie only functions to show the
ramifications of “The Avengers” across
the galaxy and work in the bigger
scheme of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe, and in those terms it is a
successful action flick.
“Dark World” really excels whenever
Tom Hiddleston is onscreen as Loki.
For the first half of the movie the god
of mischief is locked up in a prison
cell while the action plods along.
Once he is free for reasons I will not
divulge here, the banter between Thor
and Loki immediately elevates the
proceedings. Hiddleston has embraced
the deceptive villain and throws himself
into the performance. The filmmakers
went back and shot more scenes with
him once they realized how much the
audience loves him; the first cut of the
movie must have been pretty much
devoid of Loki because he does not get
a proper amount of screen time.
Hemsworth is growing into the role
of Thor, but the other actors buy into

their costumes more successfully. As
Odin, Anthony Hopkins practically
grins through his cheesy lines about
birthrights. Down on Earth, Kat
Dennings, as Jane’s work partner
Darcy, is better here than she was
in the first, mainly because she has
better lines this time around. Stellan
Skarsgard, playing the frazzled Erik
Selvig who has not quite recovered
from “The Avengers,” has some great
kooky scenes.
Selvig and Darcy factor more into
this comical approach Marvel is taking
rather than what Paramount did when
it was still in control of the franchise
back in 2011. Gone is the superserious final battle where an entire
town is destroyed. Instead, the stakes
seem considerably lower as camera gag
after camera gag runs through “Dark
World”’s climactic London fight. It is
a well-conceived sequence, and it is
refreshing that this fight is more about
the characters than the carnage, but
because it lacks a developed villain,
it is anticlimactic. Eccleston barely
gets a chance to develop his character.
He does not seem like a huge threat
to Thor at any point or get a decent
backstory. The screenwriters really
screwed up there.
“Dark World” is an improvement
on the first “Thor,” but it still runs
aground when judged much farther
than the face value of its beautiful
special effects. If it were not for
Hiddleston’s superb performance, the
movie would forever be lost in space.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached at
kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 261.
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KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER

Romantic drama aficionados will
probably have some déjà vu while
viewing Richard Curtis’ first film in
four years and first romantic piece
in nearly a decade, “About Time”
(Rated R; 123 Min.).
In fact, Rachel McAdams plays
almost exactly the same character
she played in 2009’s “The Time
Traveler’s Wife.” The only difference
here is she does not know about
her husband’s abilities, and this
movie does not have quite as tragic
an ending. But that does not mean
your eyes will be dry at the end.
“About Time” concerns Tim
(Domhnall Gleeson), an average
twenty-something who discovers
the men in his family can travel
back in time. The rules are set up
early on, the most restrictive of
which; he can only travel to places
he has been or can imagine after
having them described to him by

someone who was there. The movie
plays pretty fast and loose with this
MacGuffin, but honestly any movie
involving time travel is going to get
sticky in the details.
Tim decides he will use
this ability for love, and after
unsuccessfully trying to woo a
summer crush (Margot Robbie)
he finally finds Mary (McAdams),
whom he instantly falls in love with.
At first Tim uses his ability for more
comical purposes, like to get his and
Mary’s first time just right. But as
the film moves forward, Tim begins

to try to control the problems in
his life. Eventually he learns he has
to choose between two realities,
neither of which is a total victory
for him.
Gleeson and McAdams fit well
together and have pretty good
chemistry. The romance will not
knock you off your feet, but the
two make the otherwise stale
wish-fulfillment plot devices seem
fresh. It would be nice if Mary
had been given something to do
rather than be the dutiful wife.
However, most of the time when

we see her, she is simply taking
care of the kids or tending to Tim.
There is no character development
for McAdams to play with. Her
character in “The Time Traveler’s
Wife” was much more interesting
because she was conflicted about her
husband’s disposition. Here she is a
bystander.
The more interesting relationship
comes from Tim and his father (Bill
Nighy), never given a name beyond
“Dad,” or his sister Kit Kat (Lydia
Wilson). Curtis makes the smart
move of keeping the romance one

facet of “About Time,” rather than
letting it dominate the picture, and
letting the trials of Tim’s family play
out. At several points Tim is forced
to choose between memories of his
family and his life with Mary. The
results are heartbreaking, but never
overpowering. The movie does not
descend into soupy melodrama.
“About Time” certainly will not
rank up there with the best of the
romance genre. It is no “Silver
Linings Playbook.” And it really does
not have anything new to offer up
to audiences. Look at it as romantic
comfort food — no one is trying
to rattle the cage, they are simply
offering up a different take on a
well-traversed road. It is the cast and
the better-than-average writing that
makes this movie a lot better than
it deserves to be. For those looking
for something to warm up a cold
weekend night in November, that
may very well be enough.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached
at kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 261.

DYLAN FROST

Even while battling the stresses and woes
from a 3-month tour, Eros and the Eschaton
performed at PK’s Sunday evening, offering
a soothing to gritty dose of dream pop and
shoegaze music.
The duo of Kate Perdoni and Adam
Hawkins have a touring story unique to most
musicians: They bring their 2-year-old son
Leo with them.
Perdoni and Hawkins met in Omaha, Neb.
while performing in separate bands. They fell
in love, had Leo, and embarked on a 3-month
tour in a motor home while taking care of their
son. While one was performing in their solo
project, the other one was watching Leo. They
would switch roles from parent to musician
and vice- versa.
“It’s like a really intense family vacation,”
Hawkins said. “It’s great to be around him all
the time.”
Perdoni said even though touring is hard
work, it is ultimately rewarding.
“Not only are we raising a kid, which is
like the most fun experience ever, we’re also
playing in a band, which is the other most fun
experience ever,” he said.
Eventually the family moved to Greensboro,
N.C. where they assembled a do-it-yourself
studio and begun recording singles as Eros and
the Eschaton. Bar/None Records picked up
what the band was doing, which lead to the
recording of the bands’ debut album, “Home
Address For Civil War.”
The two were obviously weary from being
on the road as they arrived to PK’s and
began unloading a sophisticated collection
of instruments. Hawkins had to take a nap
in the van before performing, perhaps as the
result of a Saturday evening performance in
Memphis followed by a three-and-a-half-hour
drive to Carbondale.
Despite the fatigue, Eros and the Eschaton
played sweet and dreamy songs nostalgic to ‘90s
shoegaze and noise rock bands such as Yo La
Tengo, Lilys and Slowdive.
The duo takes turns playing the drums,
guitar and a plethora of keyboards/synths,
often playing multiple instruments during a

JOHN SCOTT | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Kate Perdoni, right, and Adam Hawkins, left, of Eros and the Eschaton perform Sunday at PK’s in Carbondale. The group, which
is based out of North Carolina, is on tour performing songs off of their album Home Address For Civil War. The duo started the
group after meeting in 2010 and has been making music ever since. Their next stop on tour is Wednesday in Ames, Iowa.

single song. There are often tone bends during
heavy guitar riffs, creating a droning tune
that is complemented by pulsating keyboard
melodies and pushed back vocals that are
almost sung in a whisper.
“Give me one good thing to go back to
and I’ll do it/Give me ten good seconds of
countdown and I’ll do it/Cause I don’t want
to live my life being careful all the time/Give
me seven sharp blades and a front door, I will
do it,” the two sing in unison during “20
Different Days.”
The song picks up into a distorted and
whirring guitar part that is layered with a

gentle keyboard melody very reminiscent to
“Loomer” by My Bloody Valentine.
This is the theme of most of their songs:
sweet in spirit and at the heart, but also often
loud and tenacious in sound. In a way, it
describes the journey of Hawkins and Perdoni
– parents and musicians in love who endure
the obstacles and distractions on the road in
order to fulfill a dream.
Eros and the Eschaton will play fewer shows
in the final weeks of the tour as they work
to gather their personal belongings that have
been scattered across the country. Eventually
Hawkins and Perdoni will hunker down in

Colorado for a few months to record new
music leading into a spring tour when they
go to Austin, Texas to play in the South by
Southwest music festival.
Eros and the Eschaton’s literal translation
means “love and the end of the world.”
Hopefully their love for music and each
other will keep their endearing little world
of dedication and dreamy music together,
because they have serious potential.
Dylan Frost can be reached at
dfrost@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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Level: 1

FOR RELEASE JULY 7, 2012

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO SATURDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

11/12/13

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38

BPOE folks
Interval of rest
Practical joke
Got rid of on
eBay, e.g.
Put two and
two together
Wiggle room
Numskull
Wood or Cole
Come __; find
__ over; faint
Singer & actor
Nelson __
Half and half
Macho
Hard-hearted
Casino game
Soldier’s gun
Church table
Ring of flowers
Home of logs
Wipe away
Actress Winona
__
Family member
Blind as a __
Send in
payment

Thursday’s
Puzzle Solved
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

THAT
SCRAMBLED
WORD
THAT
SCRAMBLED
WORD
GAMEGAME
THAT
SCRAMBLED
by David L. HoytWORD
and JeffGAME
Knurek

Unscramble
these
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
these
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
Jumbles,
one letter
tothese
eachfour
square,
one one
letter
to
each
square,
letter
to
each
square,
to four
formordinary
four ordinary
words.
to form
words.
to form
four ordinary
words.

MOCAM

MOCAM
OGAME
MOCAM
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39
42
44
46
47
49
50
51

Roll of cash
Up-to-date
Broadened
“Not me!” or “I
didn’t do it!”
Distant
Small fruit pies
Military posts
Part of the leg

11/07/13

52 __ oneself;
work steadily
53 Declare
54 Fold
55 Small pigeon
56 Microwave, e.g.
57 “A __ home is
his castle”
60 Pass away

RAWDOT

RAWDOT
CAUTIQ
RAWDOT

TALYEL
TALYEL
GAHRAN
TALYEL

Print your
Printyour
your
Print
A: answer
Answer:
here:
answer
here:
answer here:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills
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For more about “Guest Jumblers Week” check out Jumble on Facebook
For more about “Guest Jumblers Week” check out Jumble on Facebook

DOWN
1 Sharif or Epps
2 Bouquet holder

3 4

Thursday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Forpuzzle
more magazines
about “Guest
Jumblers
Week” check out Jumble on Facebook
Jumble
available
at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

ACROSS
1 Take __;
assume control
5 Biblical hymn
10 Heat in the
microwave
14 Boy or man
15 Cowboy
competition
16 Mimicked
17 Invites
18 Birch tree
19 Three-__ sloth
20 Answer
22 Feminine
24 Writing fluid
25 Panama or
Suez
26 Wooden box
29 Produce an
egg
30 More pleasant
34 Make angry
35 __ Mar; So.
California
racetrack
36 Like dimmed,
watery eyes
37 Fore and __;
bow to stern
38 Train system
40 Crummy
41 Positioned
43 Cereal grain
44 Sensible
45 Watery portion
of the blood
46 Failure
47 Not as coarse
48 Ceremonies
50 Craze
51 No-frills
54 Tedium
58 Possess
59 Passenger
61 __ Scotia
62 Piece of Greek
Orthodox art
63 Contaminate
64 __ steven; tied,
as a score
65 Mr. Gingrich
66 Toboggans
67 Comfy rooms

2

11-12

Now Now
arrange
the the
circled
letters
arrange
circled
letters
Now
arrange
the circled
letters
Now
arrange
the
circled
letters
to
form
the
surprise
answer,
asas
to the
formsurprise
the surprise
answer,
to
form
answer,
as
tosuggested
form by
thethe
surprise
answer,
as
suggested
above
cartoon.
by
the
above
cartoon.
suggested
by the
cartoon.
suggested
byabove
the above
cartoon.

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
Jumbles:
MINCE
HOBBY
LAVISH
ABSURD
Jumbles:
MINCE
LAVISH
ABSURD
Saturday’s
YOUNG
WIPER
Jumbles:
Jumbles:
MINCEHOBBY
HOBBYSHROUD
LAVISH ABRUPT
ABSURD
Thursday’s
Saturday’s
Yesterday’s
Saturday’s
Answer: When the young sheep fought over their
If
the
archaeologist’s
assistant
didn’t
improve,
Answer:
When
the
young
sheep
fought
over
their
Answer:
Answer: When the young sheep fought over their
Answers:
sleeping arrangements, it was — “BED-LAMB”
he’dsleeping
— BE
HISTORY
arrangements,
it was
“BED-LAMB”
sleeping
arrangements,
it was
——“BED-LAMB”

Aries — Today is an 8 —Pay
close attention to your dreams over
the next few days. Get them down
in writing for future reference. It’s
okay if you can’t take action yet.
Have compassion for yourself.

Cancer — Today is an 8 — Write
down long-term goals, and get
philosophical. Keep track of
spending. With an extra dose of
confidence, you’re fired up for
an adventure.

Libra — Today is a 9 — More work
lands, to the point that it could get
hectic. Put a commitment in writing
to save time. Achieve your main
goal, and then indulge a fantasy.
Include something delicious.

Capricorn — Today is an 8 —
You’re smart and you’ll find it easier
to focus. Just when you thought
it wasn’t possible, more money
comes in. Keep it from going back
out by diverting to savings.

Taurus — Today is an 8 —
Being especially sensitive to the
opinions of others is key. Express
yourself clearly, but mostly listen.
Your intuition reveals what you
need to know. Relax with friends.

Leo — Today is an 8 — Join forces
to get the funding. Bring it all back
home. You’re even more attractive
now. Give yourself credit for the
work done. Make sure you have
the facts to clear up any confusion.

Scorpio — Today is an 8 — All
work and no play can be exhausting.
Take frequent small breaks, or one
sizable one where you disconnect
and completely relax. You’d benefit
from a little romance, too.

Aquarius — Today is an 8 —
Have faith in your own imagination
and your ability to creatively bring
home the bacon. Travel boosts
your self-esteem, although home
fires can be very nice.

Gemini — Today is a 9 — Set
new goals together. You’ll make
money in the long run. Investigate
your personal outer limits, and be
willing to push them. Write down
an adventure or two.

Virgo — Today is an 8 —
Collaboration flows. There’s
plenty to do. It may require some
effort and dedication to complete
everything, but it’s possible and
worth it. Write a love letter.

Sagittarius — Today is an 8 — Stay
close to home for a couple of
days, and save. Ask for help. You
can be quite persuasive. Offer
encouragement. Your spiritual
practices clear your mind.

Pisces — Today is a 9 —
You’re entering a two-day
innovation phase. Use your talent.
Go ahead and throw your hat over
the fence. Make a crazy promise
you have no idea how to keep.
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Playoffs in doubt for Salukis after loss
TERRANCE PEACOCK
Daily Egyptian
The SIU football team walked off the
field and into the locker room following
Saturday’s loss, knowing that their playoff
chances are likely shattered.
The Salukis (5-5, 3-3 Missouri Valley
Football Conference) built a 14-0 first
quarter lead and all signs were looking
up. However, Missouri State University
(5-6, 5-2 MVFC) outscored the Salukis
24-3 the rest of the half to take a 24-17
advantage and maintained the lead for
the 37-27 road win.
The Salukis have now lost all three
conference home games and are 1-4
at Saluki Stadium this season. SIU’s
three conference home losses came
against teams with a combined 16-3
conference record.
Senior receiver John Lantz set a careerhigh with 139 receiving yards and also
threw a touchdown pass in the loss.
Lantz said knowing that what they
worked so hard to achieve may now be
out of reach is a tough pill to swallow.
“Right after the game when the
clock hit zero, we knew we were out of
the playoffs,” Lantz said. “As a senior it’s
hard for me because I wanted it bad. I
know the team wanted it bad because we
worked hard for it all year.”
There were times in the game when
players pressed to make big plays, but cost
the Salukis valuable field position.
Coach Dale Lennon said the
players knew the importance of the
game and what losing would do to
their playoff aspirations. Lennon said
the players seemed out of character
coming out of halftime.

CHRIS ZOELLER | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Freshman quarterback Ryan West looks for an open receiver as Missouri State University linebacker
Tim Piccarreto closes in Saturday during the Salukis’ 37-27 loss at Saluki Stadium. The Salukis, who are
likely out of playoff contention after the loss, will host their final home game at 2 p.m. Saturday against
Illinois State University.
“In the locker room, you express your
disappointment, but at the same time our
guys, they are heartbroken right now,”
Lennon said. “It’s not a situation where
anybody wanted to fail out there. It was
probably wanting something too much
and just playing out of character from
what you would normally do.”

On fourth down with just under six
minutes left to play and the Bears up 3127, SIU ran a fake punt to try to keep the
drive alive with hopes of taking the lead.
Senior punter Austin Pucylowski nearly
completed a pass to junior linebacker
Tyler Williamson, but the Bear’s Jeremiah
Plowden broke up the pass.

Missouri State Coach Terry Allen said
with the Salukis’ play calling early in the
game, his team knew to expect some
trickery on that play.
“(SIU) came out with trick plays in
the beginning of the game, and you
knew they were probably going to try
something,” Allen said. “But it was a nice

job by Plowden there. We reacted to it.”
Key factors in the Salukis’ loss were the
big plays given up by the defense. The
Bears executed three plays that gained 40
yards or more. Two of those plays came in
the second quarter.
“It just comes down to fundamental
football; blocking, tackling and doing
assignments so you’re in position not
to give up big plays,” Lennon said. “We
gave up way too many big plays and
easy scores.”
SIU’s defense allowed 510 yards of
total offense, their second-highest total of
the season. The Bears were also helped in
the second half by a few costly penalties
and missed tackles.
Williamson said the defense needed to
be better disciplined.
“We just beat ourselves,” Williamson
said. “We didn’t make the plays we
needed to make and at the time didn’t put
ourselves in position to make the plays.
Mental mistakes will cost you.”
Lennon said his team needed to be
better fundamentally to beat a playoffcaliber team like Missouri State.
“I was disappointed with our
fundamentals,” Lennon said. “The
things we are normally good at we failed
at, especially defensively. We have to be
better than what we were that first half.
Anytime you give up 348 yards in a half
there are some problems.”
SIU will play its final home game
of the season Saturday against Illinois
State University during senior day at
Saluki Stadium.
Terrance Peacock can be reached to
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 256.

Napier leads SIU through tough loss
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
Daily Egyptian

LEWIS MARIEN | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sophomore center Dyana Pierre, right, and junior guard
Cartaesha Macklin, left, fight for a loose ball with Tayler
Stanton of Wright State University Friday at SIU Arena.
Despite Pierre’s double-double of 12 points and 15
rebounds, the Salukis dropped their season opener to the
Raiders 67-64. The Salukis will play the Austin Peay State
University Governors at 6:05 p.m. tonight at SIU Arena.

The crowd of 508 at SIU arena Friday
was in for a good season opener as the
Salukis put up a good fight against Wright
State University.
The SIU women walked away with a
tough 67-64 loss Friday night. Sophomore
guard Rishonda Napier lead the Salukis
with 13 points. Sophomore center Dyana
Pierre and junior guard Cartaesha Macklin
were the second leading scorers, capturing
12 points apiece throughout the game.
This is the Salukis third time facing the
Raiders since a first match loss of 75-53 in
2010, and a second match loss of 61-59
in 2011.
This was Head Coach Cindy Stein’s first
game as SIU’s head coach, after the women
went 1-1 in exhibition this season. Stein
said she is proud of her Salukis, but there
are repetitive mistakes that have become an
issue in their losses.
“I expected a win, we are going into the
nights expecting wins and nothing else,”
Stein said. “I think that our toughness is
coming around and I think that we will be
in the winning mix more than enough.”
Stein did not want the women to be
discouraged, and said Napier has become
a great leader for the Salukis, helping
everyone’s confidence, she said.
“We just like to encourage each other,”
Napier said. “Having our heads down is
not going to make us shoot any better.”
Napier competed against junior guard
Kim Demmings, who scored 31 points.
Demmings was sent to the free throw line
eight times, shooting 9-15.
Demmings was also chosen as the

Horizons league preseason player of the
year for the second consecutive season. Last
season she led the Raiders to a record of 1218. Demmings averaged 19.6 points per
game, 1.9 three-pointers per game and 4.6
defensive rebounds.
Stein said she knew Demmings would be
a scorer in Friday’s game, but the Salukis put
up a good fight.
“She was a handful, but I still think that
we limited her,” Stein said. “We made her
take some crazy shots and she got past us a
couple times, but our kids kept fighting and
fighting to come back.”
Stein said although the women played
well, there are little problems that need to
be fixed. In exhibition and throughout
the first game, the Salukis have found
themselves in foul trouble and have missed
crucial free throws that could have put them
in winning position.
“We haven’t had a chance to go over
last-second decisions because we have been
working so hard on our defense in practice,”
Stein said. “Us making a free throw is
something that we are very capable of
doing, we just have to work on it.”
In the two exhibition games, the
Salukis struggled with defense. The
SIU women accumulate fouls and have
trouble defending bigger opponents.
After the second exhibition game against
Lindenwood, Stein said the Salukis had
to get used to playing bigger. They only
have two centers, and Stein wants others
to step up.
“We’ve got to recognize our mistakes
earlier,” Stein said. “Defensively we have to
find depth and several others to step up and
become leaders on the floor.”
Stein said after speaking to Napier about

her leadership, she has done a great job
taking initiative on the floor. She played
38 minutes against WSU and Stein said the
minutes were not an accident.
“We wore her out this game,” Stein said.
“We didn’t give her a lot of rest at all.”
Last week, Napier said she watched much
of the film alone and analyzed mistakes
made during exhibition. In practice she
faced a crucial migraine, but decided to
fight through it. Napier said the Salukis
have been playing as a team, encouraging
each other to stick together.
“Regardless of what anybody was
expecting, we know what we can do,”
Napier said. “We believe in ourselves and
we have been putting in the work and now
it’s time for our hard work to pay off.”
Pierre pulled away with a double-double,
capturing 15 total rebounds along with 12
points. Last season Pierre led the Salukis in
rebounding and blocks. This season, Pierre
said she is hoping to make double digit
scoring and rebounding a habit.
“I feel myself improving, and every day
I’m getting better and better,” Pierre said.
“So getting double-doubles was one of my
goals this year.”
The Salukis take on Austin Peay State
University tonight at 6:05 p.m. at SIU
Arena. The Lady Govs lost their season
opener 78-75 against Western Kentucky.
Stein has faced the Lady Govs previously as
a coach at the University of Missouri.
“Easy quick adjustments are possible,”
Napier said. “By Tuesday’s game, we know
we could be a winning team.”
Symone Woolridge can be reached at
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 269.

SPORTS
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian
Cedar Falls has not been kind to
the Salukis the past few decades,
but after this weekend SIU
volleyball picked up its first win at
the University of Northern Iowa
since 1985.
It was another successful road trip
for SIU. After knocking off then
Missouri Valley Conference leader
Northern Iowa, they traveled to
Drake University where they swept
the Bulldogs, putting them at 10-5

in the MVC with three games left in
the season.
The Salukis jumped out to a
25-21 win in the first set before
dropping the second. The Panthers
had a 24-19 lead in the third set,
but SIU did not waiver. They fought
back and won the set 27-25. SIU
controlled the entire fourth set to
come away with the set win 25-17
and the match.
It has become routine for senior
outside hitter Jessica Whitehead
to lead the Salukis in kills, as she
finished the match with 21. Fellow
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senior outside hitter Elly Braaten
continued her solid final season with
14 kills. Freshman setter Meg Viggars
has been a complete player for SIU
in her first season. Viggars finished
third in the match with 12 kills and
led the team in digs with 22.
Viggars said she could not take all
the credit for her play this season.
“I think I’ve been up and down
(this season,) I think the team’s really
helped me,” Viggars said.
The team has been smashing
records all season. Braaten said they
have all the momentum right now.
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“It is the best feeling, this is
another mark to add to the history
we are making,” Braaten said. “They
were the number one team and we’ve
beat them twice now.”
Head Coach Justin Ingram said
a key moment in the match was his
team’s comeback in the third set.
“I thought as that momentum
switched happened our mechanics
were sharper,” Ingram said. “Meg
(Viggars) heated up quite a bit
offensively and defensively.”
As the team celebrated its victory
over Northern Iowa, they had to
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keep their composure for the next
night’s match against Drake, which
could be looked at as a trap game.
Ingram said his team has discussed
that they need to pay attention to
every opponent.
“We’re only as good as the product
that we put out there that day,”
Ingram said. “There’s no doubt
anybody in this league can take it to
us, just like we can take it to anyone
else in this league.”
Please visit www.dailyegyptian.com
for the rest of the story.

Exhibition games help learning curve
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian
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Freshman forward Sean O’Brien makes a layup Saturday
during the men’s exhibition victory over William Jewell
College at SIU Arena. O’Brien totaled 13 points during the
game, including the Salukis’ first three-pointer of the season.
The SIU men’s basketball team will take on the University of
Missouri Tuesday at 8:05 p.m. in Columbia, Mo.

Before the regular season tips off,
teams schedule one or two games to
help their players get accustomed to
new rule changes, the speed of the
game and to work through problems
they did not see coming.
The Salukis wrapped up their final
exhibition game Saturday against
William Jewell College. The team came
away with the 78-66 win, but it was
Coach Barry Hinson’s decisions in the
locker room that spoke volumes rather
than his reactions on the court.
Senior guard Desmar Jackson and
sophomore guard Anthony Beane were
late to warm-ups and were benched
by Hinson for the first half. Senior
Davante Drinkard said with those
two key players being on the bench,
everyone else had to take a bigger role.
“(I) feel great, I took it as a challenge
and stepped up to the challenge,”
Drinkard said. “We had some guys that
were out in the first half and we had to
make up for them.”
Hinson said he knew Jackson and
Beane would not play well in the game
after he let them know he was upset,
but he bets they show up on time at the
next game.
“I discovered we had two players who
had 50 points last week, and then they
were late, and we had a couple of other
incidents in the locker room that just
didn’t meet my approval,” Hinson said.
With as many new players as the
Salukis have, the exhibition games have
been vital in preparing them for the speed
and toughness of the college game.

‘‘W

e’re not as good as the team we were last year, but I think
we can be better.

Freshman Sean O’Brien said the
first game was a lot faster and he felt
more comfortable in Saturday’s game.
Despite the strong offensive game from
the Salukis, O’Brien said they have to
get better on the court without having
the basketball.
“We just have a lot to improve in,
especially in rebounding and defense,”
O’Brien said. “If we work on that then
we should be alright.”
A telling stat from the two exhibition
games is the number of fouls called. In
the University of St. Louis game 50
fouls were called, and 46 were called in
the game against William Jewel.
Hinson said it would be difficult to
have a flow to the game with the way it
is currently being officiated.
“They’re so confused right now…
this is not the officials fault,” Hinson
said. “It is a mandate from the NCAA,
these guys are as messed up and as
unsure as they’ve ever been.”
Drinkard said it is difficult defending
in the post, because you cannot put any
hands on the ball-handler.
“Luckily tonight the refs were
helping me, they were telling me get
your hands off, don’t touch them,”
Drinkard said. “They talked you
through it, but it’s going to be a tough
challenge throughout the year.”
As the season progresses, the
identity of the team could change,

— Barry Hinson
head coach
but Drinkard said it is about working
together as a group.
“I know we’ll play hard, I know
everybody is going to step up to the
challenge and go out there and accept
their role and do the best they can,”
Drinkard said. “That’s the only thing
we can be sure of right now.”
Hinson said it would not be his
team’s opponent on the court that gives
them the most trouble right now.
“Our biggest opponent right now is
experience and it’s going to be for quite
some time,” Hinson said. “We’re not as
good as the team we were last year, but
I think we can be better.”
Hinson announced Sunday the
team would redshirt freshman guard
K.C. Goodwin. Hinson said Goodwin
is a vital part of the team going
forward. Goodwin did not score in
either postseason game, but had six
rebounds in 26 minutes between the
two games.
“We strongly believe K.C. is an
important part of the future of this
program,” Hinson said. “A redshirt year
where he can build strength and adjust
to the college game will greatly benefit
both K.C. and Saluki basketball in the
long term.”
Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 269.

Salukis attempt to qualify for Missouri Invitational
AARON GRAFF
Daily Egyptian
The SIU swimmers who had not
already qualified for the Missouri
Invitational from Nov. 22-24
traveled to the Henderson Invite in
Arkadelphia, Ark. to attempt just that.
Coach Rick Walker said the
coaching staff sets a time the swimmers
must complete the race by to qualify
for the Missouri Invitational. There
was a priority one meet for several

swimmers to meet their qualifying
times, and this meet was a second
chance for those who did not.
The Salukis won a total of 13 events
during the two-day tournament, but
no additional swimmers qualified for
the Missouri Invitational.
Freshman Sarah James won four
events including two individual races
and two relays. Both the 200-yard and
400-yard medley relays were close, and
James praised her teammate, senior
Shailey Brumley, for racing the last leg

of the races to the very end.
James also won both the 200-yard
backstroke with a time of 2:07.13,
and 100-yard backstroke with a
time of 59.70. She said it is hard to
keep your time consistent during the
whole season.
“I was pretty excited,” James said.
“It was around the same time I have
been going all season, and just to hold
onto that time, since training has been
intense the past couple of weeks, I was
very happy with it.”

The men’s side did not have many
swimmers attend, but they still
found success. Junior Calvin Kolar
won a total of three events. Kolar
was a part of two relays and also won
the 100-yard freestyle with a time of
47.50. He said he was pleased with
himself and the whole meet was a
good experience.
“Racing never ever hurts us,” Kolar
said. “The more I can do, the better.”
The Salukis challenged conference
rival Missouri State last, and Walker

said he was impressed with the team
competing as soon as they arrived at
the Henderson Invite.
“I don’t know that I saw so much
improvement,” Walker said. “We
traveled six hours to Springfield and
had a good night’s rest before we
competed the next day, at this meet we
traveled about six hours and competed
as soon as we got here.”
Please visit www.dailyegyptian.com
for the rest of the story.

